Abstract. With the increasing programmability of GPUs (graphics processing units), these units are emerging as an attractive computing platform not only for traditional graphics computation but also for general-purpose computation. In this paper, to study the performance of programmable GPUs, we describe the design and implementation of LU decomposition as an example of numerical computation. To achieve this, we have developed and evaluated some methods with different implementation approaches in terms of (a) loop processing, (b) branch processing, and (c) vector processing. The experimental results give four important points: (1) dependent loops must be implemented through the use of a render texture in order to avoid copies in the video random access memory (VRAM); (2) in most cases, branch processing can be efficiently handled by the CPU rather than the GPU; (3) as Fatahalian et al. state for matrix multiplication, we find that GPUs require higher VRAM cache bandwidth in order to provide full performance for LU decomposition; and (4) decomposition results obtained by GPUs usually differ from those by CPUs, mainly due to the floating-point division error that increases the numerical error with the progress of decomposition.
Introduction
The GPU [1, 2] is a single-chip processor, which is designed to accelerate rendering tasks for interactive visualization. Recently, GPUs on commodity PC graphics cards are emerging as a novel high performance computing (HPC) platform with providing faster floating-point operations than CPUs [3] . Newly added functionalities such as programmability and branch capability make them an attractive HPC platform not only for visualization purposes but also for general purposes.
Such new functionalities also activate the use of modern GPUs for solving numerical problems. Thompson et al. [4] implement matrix multiplication on a GPU, achieving three times higher performance compared with a simple CPU implementation. Larsen et al. [5] compare their GPU implementation with ATLAS [6] , a cache-optimized CPU implementation. They present two requirements for making their GPU implementation competitive against ATLAS: one is a significant increase of VRAM access speed and the other is that of graphics chip core clock. To approach these requirements from the software side, Hall et al. [7] propose a VRAM cache and bandwidth aware algorithm with its theoretical evaluation. Their algorithm is evaluated on real graphics cards by Fatahalian et al. [3] . This experimental evaluation shows that higher VRAM cache bandwidth is yet essential for GPUs to outperform ATLAS.
In addition to the problem of matrix multiplication, there are a wide variety of numerical applications running on the GPU: the conjugate gradient method [8] [9] [10] , the Gauss-Seidel method [8] , the projected Jacobi method [10] , and the fast Fourier transform [11] . Thus, many researchers try to accelerate numerical computations using the GPU. However, it is still not clear what kinds of design guidelines will yield higher performance on GPUs, mainly due to the rapid advances in GPU architectures. Furthermore, most vendors rarely disclose the details of their GPU architectures.
The goal of our work is to analyze the performance behavior of the GPU, aiming at making clear the design guidelines for GPU accelerated numerical computations. To achieve this, we focus on the problem of LU decomposition, which is used for ranking top 500 supercomputers. We present its design with different implementation approaches in terms of (a) loop processing, (b) branch processing, and (c) vector processing. We also show some performance studies using commodity PC graphics cards.
To the best of our knowledge, the key contributions of the paper are (1) the design guidelines for the above implementation issues (a)-(c) and (2) the first GPU implementation for LU decomposition.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of the GPU architecture and summarizes prior strategies for solving numerical problems by the GPU. Section 3 describes the implementation approaches that compose our methods, and then Section 4 shows the performance studies obtained on modern graphics cards. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
Overview of Architecture
The rendering task, which GPUs originally accelerate, is to compute pixels on the 2-D image by projecting polygonal objects (triangles) located in the 3-D space. In order to accelerate this compute-intensive task, modern GPUs [12, 2] employ a pipeline architecture as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to limited space, we introduce only the programmable part of this pipeline, namely vertex processors (VPs) and fragment processors (FPs).
VPs and FPs are vector processors with 4-length vector registers. These processors have the following characteristics.
VP: VPs are capable of fast geometric transformation in order to accelerate the projection of vertices of polygons onto the 2-D space. They are based on a MIMD structure [13] that allows applying different operations simultaneously to multiple vertices. Here, the polygonal data must be transferred from the main memory to the VRAM by using graphics APIs such as OpenGL [14] and DirectX [15] . FP: FPs are capable of rapid mapping of textures onto the 2-D image, aiming at producing more realistic images. To perform this, they obtain projected pixels (called fragments) from the rasterizer, and then execute some mathematical operations between the pixels and textures. Here, the textures are read from the VRAM, and the mapping results are written to any buffer on the VRAM. FPs are based on a SIMD structure [13] that allows applying the same operation simultaneously to multiple fragments. There are two characteristics that must be mentioned. (C1) FPs support 4-length vector operations, because they deal with 4-channel (RGBA) data representing red, green, blue colors and opacity. (C2) Because textures are generally 2-D images, FPs can be regarded as vector processors that execute independent operations on each element on a matrix.
As we mentioned in Section 1, recent advances have removed many limitations that earlier GPUs have. For example, earlier GPUs do not have any control flow mechanism. Furthermore, only short programs were executable due to the limitation on instruction count. In contrast, modern GPUs allow more instructions with branch capability and some GPUs follow a 32-bit single floating-point number representation based on the IEEE standard [16] . Furthermore, by using the graphics APIs mentioned above, the rendered results can be transferred (readback) from the VRAM to the main memory.
Prior Strategies for Accelerating Numerical Computations on the GPU
Recent work [3, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] uses only FPs for numerical computation while earlier work [4] uses VPs. This is due to lower performance of current VPs, which are not competitive against CPUs [7] . For example, as we show later, VPs in nVIDIA's GeForce cards [17] provide 338 million vertices/s (namely, vectors/s), whereas FPs provide 3.6 billion texels/s (vectors/s). Due to this performance characteristic, we also use only FPs for LU decomposition.
In order to maximize the efficiency on FPs, prior work focuses on characteristics C1 and C2. For example, in a case of matrix multiplication XY = Z, each of elements Z ij can be computed independently. Therefore, FPs are allowed to simply render the result matrix Z into a VRAM buffer by referring two textures each containing matrix data 1: Algorithm RightLookingLUDecomposition { 2: for (i = 0; i < N; i + +) { 3:
A jk − = A ik * Aji; /* update U */ 7:
X and Y, respectively. Thus, a doubly-nested loop without any dependencies between loop iterations can be efficiently processed by a single pass of the data through the pipeline. Furthermore, to enable vectorization, some researchers pack the matrix data into the 4-channel texture format. They store an N × N matrix in an N/4 × N texture, multiplying the elements on four rows and one column at once.
Although the single-pass rendering approach mentioned above is effective for independent nested loops, it must not be applied to a dependent nested loop, because such a loop cannot be processed simultaneously due to dependencies between loop iterations. This is one of the problems addressed in the paper.
The single-pass rendering approach is also inapplicable to programs whose size exceeds the limitation on the instruction count. This limitation can be resolved by multipass rendering, which aims at emulating the entire execution by dividing the program into small parts. In this method, data is repeatedly passed through the pipeline with varying the program parts at each pass.
In summary, prior work presents the following four guidelines for yielding higher performance on GPUs:
-Apply single-pass rendering to independent doubly-nested loops that contain a large amount of computation; -Pack matrix data into the 4-channel texture format to enable vectorization and to reduce the usage of VRAM; -Reduce the amount and number of data transfer between the GPU and the CPU; -Reduce the number of VRAM accesses to save the VRAM bandwidth.
LU Decomposition on the GPU
This section presents the design of LU decomposition on the GPU. Table 1 summarizes our methods with their theoretical performance.
LU Decomposition
LU decomposition is a method for solving a linear system Ax = b. It factorizes a matrix A into two triangular matrices: a lower matrix L and an upper matrix U. Then, 
the solution x is computed by forward and backward substitution. There are three algorithms for this method: right-looking (see Fig. 2 ), left-looking, and Crout algorithms [18] . Given an N × N matrix, these algorithms require the same O(N 3 ) time but differ in parallelism and locality of data access.
Among these algorithms, we select the right-looking version for GPUs, which have much smaller caches than CPUs [2] . The reason why we select this version is that its reference area at each decomposition step is smaller than the others. Thus, we think that current GPUs are not suited to algorithms that require larger caches. Note here that we currently do not consider pivoting because our main focus is the performance study of GPUs.
Design Policy
To realize LU decomposition on the GPU, the following three issues must be resolved.
(a) Loop processing: There are dependencies between the outer i loop iterations in Fig. 2. Due to these dependencies, we cannot simply apply single-pass rendering to LU decomposition. A naive solution is to use a multi-pass rendering approach. (b) Branch processing: While matrix multiplication applies the same operation to all matrix elements, LU decomposition uses two different operations, each for computing matrices L and U (lines 4 and 6 in Fig. 2 ). Therefore, we have to select the correct operation depending on the location of matrix elements. Thus, branch processing is required for this selection because FPs are SIMD processors. (c) Vector processing: As same as for matrix multiplication, we should pack matrix data into the 4-channel format to enable vectorization.
In the following we describe our implementation approaches that address the issues mentioned above. We present two approaches for each issue. As shown in Table 1 , our proposed methods are combinations of these approaches. The design policies of these methods are as follows:
-Method M1 eliminates branch operations from the GPU program, though it requires more passes;
for (j = i + 1; j < N; j + +) /* rendering */ 3:
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A jk − = A ik * Aji; /* update U */ 7: -In contrast, method M2 achieves less passes, though it includes branch operations in the GPU program; -The remaining methods M3 and M4 exploit vectorization on the basis of methods M1 and M2, respectively.
Loop Processing
To consider the issue of loop processing, we first characterize the dependencies between loop iterations. The dependencies in the right-looking algorithm are as follows:
1. The outer i loop iterations cannot independently be processed; 2. The inner k loop iterations can independently be processed; 3. The inner k loop iterations must be processed after completing the assignment (line 4) in the middle j loop.
Due to the first dependency mentioned above, multi-pass rendering is necessary for LU decomposition. The key idea here is that, according to characteristic C2, singlepass rendering can be applied to the inner jk loops if these loops are restructured into an independent loop. The following reconstruction methods can be considered.
-Loop decomposition (method M1, Fig. 3(a) ): In this method, a nested loop for updating L and U (lines 3-7 in Fig. 2 ) is decomposed into two loops (lines 3-4 and lines 5-7 in Fig. 3 ). These decomposed loops cannot be processed at once. However, each loop can be processed in parallel. Therefore, this method requires two passes for rendering L and U, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). -Loop fusion (method M2, Fig. 3(b) ): In this method, the assignment for updating L (line 4 in Fig. 2 ) is moved into the inner k loop (line 5-6 in Fig. 3(b) ). This eliminates the dependencies so that enables parallel processing of the inner jk loops. Thus, this method requires only a single pass for updating L and U, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . However, it increases the time complexity because the assignment is moved into the inner loop (line 6 in Fig. 3(b) ).
The next issue to be addressed is how data can be iteratively passed through the pipeline. There are two strategies for this issue.
-Copying strategy using a pixel buffer: FPs write their computation results into a pixel buffer. After this, the buffer context is copied to a texture for the next succeeding pass. This strategy requires the copy overhead. -Switching strategy using a render texture: This strategy uses two textures, each for input and output of FPs. At every pass, FPs switch these textures to prevent VRAM copies. This strategy requires the switch overhead instead of the copy overhead.
Branch Processing
We now describe how methods M1 and M2 resolve the issue of branch processing. Branches in method M1 are handled by the CPU. In this method, the entire loop is mapped to two rendering passes, as we mentioned in Section 3.3. Therefore, the CPU takes the responsibility for loading the appropriate GPU program with its rendering area. Thus, branches are naturally handled by the CPU. As a result, the GPU is allowed to concentrate on executing the given program without any control flow. On the other hand, method M2 requires the GPU to process branches. This can be easily implemented by comparing i and k, the location of matrix elements as shown in Fig. 3(b) . In summary, although CPU implementations do not include branch operations, their GPU versions may include them due to the SIMD architecture. If branch conditions are expressed by the location in matrix data, such branches can be eliminated from the GPU program but with more rendering passes.
Vector Processing
As same as for matrix multiplication [3, 7] , we also apply vectorization to our methods M1 and M2 in order to reduce the execution time. Fig. 4(d) illustrates how the matrix data are mapped to the texture format. In this method, an N/4 × N texture represents an N × N matrix, enabling applying vector operations to the data on four rows and one column. Note here that we cannot apply them in other directions, for example, to the data on one row and four columns, because there are dependencies between different columns (the outer i loop iterations).
Applying vectorization then raises another issue to be addressed. The issue is that, as shown in Fig. 4(d) , the appropriate channel must be selected in order to perform correct rendering for each column. For example, at the top-left corner of rendering area, we can see that all of the RGBA channels must be rendered for i = 4, 8, . . ., whereas only the GBA channels must be rendered for i = 1, 5, . . .. This issue is the same branch issue addressed in Section 3.4, because its branch condition can be expressed by the location in matrix data. Therefore, we solve it in the same manner. That is, we implement four GPU programs, each renders the GBA, BA, A, and RGBA channels, respectively, and then switch them in a cyclic manner.
Performance Study
We now show performance studies in order to analyze the performance behavior of the GPU. We study its behavior from the following three viewpoints: design guidelines for implementation issues (a)-(c); efficiency in terms of cache bandwidth; and numerical error. Table 2 shows the specification of our two machines used for the study. We have implemented the four methods using the C++ language, the OpenGL library, and the Cg language [19] . Note here that render-to-texture functionality is not yet available on Linux systems. Therefore, we used only the copying strategy for the Linux system. Fig. 5 shows the measured performance for different matrix sizes N . We can see that the Quadro card yields the best performance of 1.6 GFLOPS for N = 1024 by using method M3 with the switching strategy. On the other hand, the GeForce card reaches 1.2 GFLOPS for N = 1024 by using method M3 with the copying strategy.
In this figure, we can also see that methods M2 and M4 on Quadro provide relatively higher performance than those on GeForce. This indicates that the newer generation of Quadro reduces the branch overhead on FPs, as compared to GeForce, because these methods differ from methods M1 and M3 in the use of branch operations.
We next investigate the breakdown of execution time to present design guidelines for implementation issues (a)-(c). Table 3 shows the breakdown measured on Quadro.
-(a) On loop processing. The switching strategy prevents copies in the VRAM, so that spends no time T for the VRAM copy, as shown in Table 3 . However, instead of this overhead, the switch overhead is observed in the CPU time C. For example, method M2 increases time C from 95 ms to 128 ms. However, this switch overhead is small enough to the entire time A. This is also true for methods M3 and M4, which require more switches due to vectorization. Therefore, in most cases, the switching strategy seems better than the copying strategy. One concern is portability because Linux systems currently support only the copying strategy.
-(b) On branch processing. As compared to method M1, method M2 increases the GPU time G as matrix size N increases. We can see this increase also in its vectorization version M4. This increase is due to the branch overhead occurred on FPs. Thus, for larger matrices, branch operations should be processed by the CPU in order to obtain higher performance. In contrast, for smaller matrices, method M1 provides higher performance than method M2. This opposite result is due to the switch overhead mentioned above. That is, though method M1 eliminates branch operations from the GPU program, it requires an additional overhead for switching GPU programs. This overhead results in longer time C, increasing the entire time A especially for smaller N . Thus, there is a tradeoff relation between the GPU branch and the CPU branch. The tradeoff point is determined by the computational amount Table 3 . Breakdown of measured time on Quadro. A, G, C, and T represent the entire time, the GPU calculation time, the CPU calculation time, and the VRAM copy time, respectively.
M1 w/ copying (ms) M2 w/ copying (ms) M3 w/ copying (ms) M4 w/ copying (ms) associated with a single pass of rendering. In this experiment, the tradeoff point is N = 512. -(c) On vector processing. The timing benefits of vectorization can be observed in time G. For example, applying vectorization to M1 reduces time G from 11249 ms to 3483 ms. Thus, the vectorization effect is almost the same value as the vector length. In addition to this obvious result, vectorization also contributes to the reduction of the VRAM copy time T when using the copying strategy. This reduction comes from the data packing required for vectorization. Actually, time T in M3 is 3422 ms, which is almost 1/4 of time T in M1. Thus, vectorization is essential to reduce both the GPU time and the VRAM copy time.
We next investigate the efficiency from the viewpoint of cache bandwidth. As Fatahalian et al. [3] did, we also modified GPU programs such that the programs only access the matrix data without performing mathematical operations. Then, by measuring the GPU time, namely the access time, and using the theoretical amount of data accesses in Table 1 , we obtain the throughput of our methods. The best throughput on GeForce is 8.6GB/s when using method M3 with the copying strategy for N = 1024 and that of Quadro is 11.4GB/s when using M3 with the switching strategy for N = 2048. According to these results and theoretical bandwidth in Table 2 , the efficiency of cache bandwidth reaches 75% on GeForce and 73% on Quadro. These values are similar to those of matrix multiplication [3] . Thus, we find that GPUs require higher VRAM cache bandwidth in order to provide full performance for LU decomposition.
In terms of FLOPS, the efficiency of our methods is estimated as at most 30%. This efficiency is not competitive against that of CPU implementations. For example, some CPU implementations [20] [21] [22] optimize locality to achieve higher cache utilization, so that achieve an efficiency of more than 80%. Therefore, more efficient methods are required to make GPUs a competitive HPC platform, Table 4 . Floating-point errors in unit in last place. Errors on Quadro are measured by Paranoia [23] . In the IEEE standard [16] , the result is rounded to the nearest representable number. Finally, we investigate computation results in terms of numerical errors. In most cases, there are differences between the CPU and GPU results. These differences are due to the floating-point error, as presented in Table 4 . As Hillesland et al. [23] observed, our GPUs also do not establish error bounds compatible with the IEEE standard, though they have the same floating-point representation. In particular, division has larger error than the other operations, because it is implemented by a combination of reciprocal and multiplication. Unfortunately, this division error is critical for LU decomposition, because it increases and propagates the entire error at each decomposition step.
Operation
Furthermore, though recent GPUs deal with single-precision floating-point numbers, they do not support double-precision numbers. Thus, errors caused by this limited precision are not essentially addressed yet.
Conclusions
We have presented the design and implementation of LU decomposition on the programmable GPU. To study the performance behavior of modern GPUs, we have developed and evaluated some implementation approaches in terms of (a) loop processing, (b) branch processing, and (c) vector processing.
The experimental results give four important points: (1) for dependent loops, the switching strategy using a render texture avoids copies in the VRAM, reducing execution time by 50%; (2) there is a tradeoff relation between the CPU branch and the GPU branch, and the CPU branch provides higher performance for the decomposition of matrices larger than 512 × 512; (3) the efficiency of floating-point operations is at most 30%, and as Fatahalian et al. state for matrix multiplication, GPUs also require higher cache bandwidth in order to provide full performance also for LU decomposition; and (4) GPUs usually provide different decomposition results from those obtained using a CPU, mainly due to the floating-point division error that increases the numerical error with the progress of decomposition.
Thus, as same as for matrix multiplication, we find that current GPUs are not so suited well for LU decomposition. However, as Moreland et al. [11] pointed out, GPUs are rapidly increasing their performance beyond the Moore's law [24] . Therefore, we believe that this architecture will emerge as an attractive HPC platform, at least for applications where the error is not a critical problem.
